Once the washer is within 4 feet of its destination, use a 1/2" wrench or socket to remove the following from the back side:

- 4 shipping bolts
- 4 plastic spacers (including rubber grommets)
- 4 power cord retainers

Insert the hole caps in the bolt holes once the shipping bolts and spacers have been removed. Save all bolts and spacers for future use.

Recycle or destroy the carton after the washer is unpacked.

**WARNING**

To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury to persons when using or installing the product, read and obey all safety information provided in the Owner’s Manual & Installation Instructions that accompanied the product.

- Do not install or store appliance in an area where it will be exposed to dripping water or outside weather conditions. See Location of Your Washer section in the Owner’s Manual & Installation Instructions.
- NOTE: This appliance must be properly grounded and installed as described in these steps and the Owner’s Manual & Installation Instructions. Electrical service to the washer must conform with local codes and ordinances and the latest edition of the national Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

Run water from both faucets to flush the lines and remove particles that might clog the water valve screens.

Ensure that a rubber washer is in the end of the hot and cold hoses.

Connect the inlet hoses to the hot "H" outlet and cold "C" outlet.

Hand-tighten and then tighten them another 2/3 turn with pliers. Do not crossthread or over-tighten these connections.

Ensure that a screen washer is inserted into the faucet end of both hoses with protruded side facing the faucet. If a rubber washer is already inserted, remove before inserting screen washer.

Connect the inlet hose from the "H" outlet to the hot faucet and the inlet hose from the "C" outlet to the cold faucet. Hand-tighten and then tighten them another 2/3 turn with pliers.

Turn on the water and check for leaks.

Gently rock the washer into final location, ensuring inlet hoses do not become kinked. Do not use door or dispenser drawer to lift the washer.

Place level on top. Loosen nut then adjust the front leveling legs up or down using a 14 mm or adjustable wrench. Level washer both side-to-side and front-to-back.

Hand tighten nuts toward the base of the washer and tighten with a 16 mm wrench until a minimum of 3 clicks.

Run a load of clothes in the SPEED WASH cycle. Check for leaks. When the load is spinning at high speed, ensure that the washer and leveling legs are stable. If necessary, pause the cycle and adjust the front leveling legs until the washer is properly level. Restart the cycle in order to allow it to finish.
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**getting started**

1. Load clothes into your washer and close the door.
2. Press Power to turn on the washer.
3. Turn the Knob to the desired cycle or use My Cycle to program or recall your favorite cycle.
4. Open the dispenser and add detergent, bleach and fabric softener, as desired. This washer multi-doses the detergent in small amounts during wash to achieve the best cleaning.
5. Press start to begin the wash cycle. The machine will weigh your clothes and add the proper amount of water. When the wash cycle is finished, the door will unlock.

**truths and myths**

For a list of truths and myths about frontload washers, please consult your Owner’s Manual under the section titled Before you call for service.

**care & cleaning**

### cleaning the pump filter

**Video**

To clean the interior of the washer, use the BasketClean feature located on the control panel using the following procedure:

**STEP 1** Open the access door using a can or flat screwdriver in the notch of the washer door.

**STEP 2** Place a shallow pan or dish under the pump access door and pull down the pour spout.

**STEP 3** Turn pump filter counter-clockwise and remove the filter slowly to let the water drain.

**STEP 4** Clean the debris from the filter.

**STEP 5** Replace the filter by pushing in firmly and turning clockwise until tightened securely. Flip up the pour spout and close the access door.

**NOTE** Clean pump filter every 6 months or sooner if unit is not draining properly.

### cleaning the door gasket

**STEP 1** Open the washer door.

**STEP 2** Press down on the door gasket and pull down on the interior gasket with your fingers.

**STEP 3** Remove any foreign objects trapped inside the interior gasket.

**NOTE** Make sure nothing is blocking the holes behind the gasket.

### routine maintenance

Genuine GE Parts and Accessories make appliance maintenance easy by providing cleaning products, replacement parts and accessories that are designed to keep your appliance at peak performance. To order direct visit geappliancesparts.com or call 800.626.2002.
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View videos on use and care at www.geappliances.com/videos-media/